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Can you speak at orientation?
Can you make a tutorial for our students?
Can you scaffold your activities in?

W1
- Readings on nursing from databases chosen by me
- Writing exercise based on reading

W2
- Nursing concept powerpoint
- Do search in databases (me)
- Writing exercise on search practice
Can you have them do searches for this topic?

Post a copy of your search strategy documentation Due 9/13
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Please post your search strategy and comment as needed about your process and comparing it to a peer's process. The purpose of this is for formative feedback-no grades will be given.
And on and on…

• UWG 1101 – first year program for prospective nurses
• NURS 2101 – for pre-major nurses
• NURS 3101 – nursing research and evidence based practice
• MSN – online orientation and blackboard courses
• EdD Nursing – online orientation and individual consults
• Faculty – invitation to meetings, classes, work with their GA